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Abstract. In service-based environments, each accessible service relies
on business process(es) such that changing these services usually requires
changing their supporting process(es). Managing process changes is not
trivial due to there may exist complex relationships between processes.
Changing a process may lead to further changes to related processes
to preserve their relationships. We propose resolution patterns, based
on semantic effect analysis, to resolve relationship violations between
processes.
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1 Introduction

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) utilizes services as the constructs to sup-
port the development of rapid, low-cost and easy composition of distributed
applications [7]. Web Services have emerged as the current most promising tech-
nology based on the SOC concept. They provide the basis for the development
and execution of business processes, which are normally invisible to the business
partners, that are distributed over the network and available via standard inter-
faces and protocols [7]. As business environments constantly change over time,
enterprises are expected to be able to adapt to many changes to their business
services to keep their competitiveness. Changes to these services usually require
changes to their supporting business processes. Managing process changes chal-
lenges the enterprises with the fact that their process repositories have complex
features [6], involving hundreds even thousands of models in which they might
be related to each other. In this context, changing one single process may lead
to further changes made to related processes in order to preserve their relation-
ships. This is, in fact, a process for propagating changes between interrelated
processes. In dealing with such complex repositories, it becomes error-prone,
costly and labor intensive to propagate, properly, the changes initiated from a
process model to its related process(es). As such, identification of changes and
development of procedures for preserving the relationships become critical tasks.
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Hence, techniques and tools are required to assist process analysts. There has
been, however, very little work on supporting change propagation in process
model collections [1]. Our proposed framework aims to fill this gap. We view a
collection of interrelated process models as an ecosystem [2]. In such ecosystem,
process models play a role analogous to that of biological entities in a biolog-
ical ecosystem. They are created (or discovered, using automated toolkits [3]),
constantly changed during their lifetimes, and eventually discarded. Changing
a process may cause perturbations (i.e. inconsistencies) in the ecosystem in the
form of critical inter-process relationships being violated. In this view, a process
ecosystem is considered to be in an (consistency-)equilibrium if its all inter-
process relationships are mutually consistent. Change propagation is, therefore,
reduced to finding an equilibrium in a process ecosystem.

In this paper, we propose a taxonomy of all possible process changes that can
violate relationship constraints between a pair of semantically effect annotated
processes. By relying on semantic effect analysis, we also construct a set of res-
olution patterns to resolve any violation triggered by process changes described
in the taxonomy. We develop our framework based upon our previous work in
formalizing inter-process relationships [6]. Further, some of these patterns have
also been practically used in our previous work in dealing with change propa-
gation in process ecosystems [5]. We, however, illustrate the proposed approach
by using a detailed example.

This paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 briefly describes related founda-
tions. Sect. 3 identifies the taxonomy of process changes. Sect. 4 proposes our
resolution patterns. Sect. 5 illustrates the proposed approach. Sect. 6 discusses
related work. Sect. 7 concludes and layouts some future work.

2 Foundations

Semantic Effect-Annotated Process Model. An effect annotation relates to
a particular result/outcome to an activity in a process [4]. An activity represents
the work performed within a process. Activities are either atomic (called a task)
or compound (called a sub-process) [9]. In an annotated BPMN process model,
as our approach relies on, we annotate each activity with its (immediate) effects.
We define the immediate effects as the immediate results/outcomes of executing
an activity in a process. This annotation allows us to determine, at design time,
the effects of process execution up to a certain point in the model. These effects
are necessarily non-deterministic, since a process might have taken one of many
possible alternative paths through a model to get to that point. We define a
procedure for pair-wise effect accumulation, which, given an ordered pair of ac-
tivities with their corresponding effect annotations, determines the cumulative
effects after both activities have been executed in a contiguous sequence. We,
however, only deal with a restricted subset of BPMN framework, i.e. start/end
empty events, XOR and AND gateways, task, sub-process and message flow.

Let ti and tj be an ordered pair of activities connected by a sequence flow
such that ti precedes tj . Let ei = {ci1, . . . , cim} and ej = {cj1, . . . , cjn} be the
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effect annotations of ti and tj , respectively. If ei ∪ ej is consistent, then the re-
sulting cumulative effect is ei ∪ ej . Otherwise, we define e′i = {ck} where ck ∈ ei
and {ck} ∪ ej is consistent, and the resulting cumulative effect to be e′i ∪ ej. We
shall use ACC (ep, eq) to denote the result of pair-wise effect accumulation of
two contiguous activities tp and tq with the immediate effects ep and eq, respec-
tively. We denote CE (P, t) as the cumulative effects of execution of process P at
activity t. CE (P, t) is defined as a set {est1, . . . , estm} of alternative effect sce-
narios (ESs) based on the 1, . . . ,m alternative paths reaching t. For a complete
process execution, we use acc (P ) to denote the end cumulative effects. Note
that each of acc (P ) or CE (P, t) is a set of ESs. Each ES is represented as a set
of clauses and will be viewed, implicitly, as their conjunction. Alternative ESs
are introduced by AND-joins or XOR-joins or OR-joins. We accumulate effects
through a left-to-right pass of a participant lane, applying the pair-wise effect
accumulation procedure on contiguous pairs of activities. Note that we do not
consider the possibility of a pair of ESs in AND-joins being inconsistent, since
this would only happen in the case of obviously erroneously constructed models.

Inter-process Relationships. We recap definition of three relationship types
that commonly occur between processes, i.e. part-whole, inter-operation and
generalization-specialization, described in our previous work [6]. We also extend
the definition of the part-whole relationship below.

(a) Part-Whole. A part-whole relationship exists between two processes when
one process is required by the other to fulfill some of its functionalities. More
specifically, there must be an activity in the ’whole’ process representing the
functionalities of the ’part’ process, which is commonly referred to as a sub-
process. Logically, there is an insertion of the functionalities of the ’part’ into
the ’whole’. We shall use the term ’main process’ to refer to the ’whole’ process
of which the ’part’ process represents a sub-process expansion. We define the
insertion point of a part process P2 in a main process P1 to be the activity
t in P1 for which P2 is the sub-process expansion. We then define the part-
whole relationship as follows: P2 is a direct part of P1 iff there exists an activity
t in P1 s.t. CE (P1, t) = CE (P1 ↑t P2, t). This is a context-dependent part-
whole relationship definition since it relies on the cumulative effects across all
activities preceding ti. We relax to annotating an activity with multiple ESs due
to non-deterministic outcomes of executing such activity, which are independent
from the process context. Hence, we define a context-independent part-whole
relationship as follows: P2 is a direct part of P1 iff there exists an activity t in
P1 with multiple immediate ESs est1, . . . , estm such that ∀esq ∈ acc(P2), ∃estp
where estp |= esq and ∀estp, ∃esq ∈ acc(P2) where esq |= estp, and 1 ≤ p ≤ m.

(b) Inter-operation. An inter-operation relationship exists between two pro-
cesses when there is at least one message exchanged between them and there is
no cumulative effect contradiction between activities involved in exchanging mes-
sages. Formally, given processes P1 and P2, an inter-operation relationship exists
between them involving activities ti and tj iff the following holds: (i) ∃ti in P1
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∃tj in P2 such that ti ⇀ tj denotes that ti sends a message to tj , or tj ⇀ ti, if the
message is in the opposite direction; (ii) let Ei = {esi1, . . . , esim} be the cumula-
tive effects of process P1 at activity ti, i.e. CE (P1, ti), and Ej = {esj1, . . . , esjn}
be the cumulative effects of process P2 at activity tj , i.e. CE (P2, tj). Then,
there is no contradiction between Ei and Ej for all esip ∈ Ei and esjq ∈ Ej

s.t. esip ∪ esjq � ⊥ does not hold, where 1 ≤ p ≤ m and 1 ≤ q ≤ n. We shall
refer to an activity sending a message a sender activity, and an activity receiving
a message a receiver activity. Effect contradiction exists if the expected effects
(i.e. computed at the receiver) differ from the given effects (i.e. computed at the
sender). If this occurs, we consider that an inter-operation does not exist.

(c) Generalization-Specialization. A generalization-specialization relation-
ship exists between two processes when one process becomes the functional ex-
tension of the other. More specifically, the ’specialized’ process has the same
functionalities as in the ’generalized’ one and also extends it with some addi-
tional functionalities. Note that the specialized process inherits all functionalities
of the generalized process, as formally defined as follows. Given process models
P1 and P2, P2 is a specialization of P1 iff ∀esi ∈ acc (P1), ∃esj ∈ acc (P2) s.t.
esj |= esi; and ∀esj ∈ acc (P2), ∃esi ∈ acc (P1) s.t. esi |= esj .

3 Taxonomy of Changes Triggering Relationship
Violations

In this section, we present a taxonomy of all possible process changes which po-
tentially violate the relationship constraints between a pair of processes P1 and
P2. This taxonomy is useful to construct resolution patterns for such relationship
violations. The classification is based upon the relationship types.

Changing a process may also involve the evolution of the capability library
(CL) such that it is consistent with any process design within a process reposi-
tory. Such evolution may be required iff this change introduces a new capability
which does not exist in the CL. We argue that a CL is inconsistent with a process
repository iff there exist a process design whose activity has immediate effects
which are not exactly the same with any activity in the CL. Hence, a CL can be
viewed as a repository of all activities used in any process design contained in the
process repository, with each activity annotated with immediate effects. This is
a critical representation of enterprise competence - the intent is that it contains
all activities that an enterprise is able to execute, and thus all of the building
blocks from which one might build the design of any business process supported
by the enterprise. In some cases, this CL needs to be expanded to express the
capability extension (potentially affected by process changes) of the enterprise.
We can imagine two distinct kinds of changes to it due to any process changes1:
(i) Capability repurposing: In this setting, we take an existing capability T ,
and use it as the basis for introducing a new capability T ′ whose effects are
(a hopefully small) variant of the effects of T . The resulting CL contains both

1 The establishment and maintenance of the CL is out of scope of this paper.
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T and T ′. This would allow us to leverage the repurposed version of T , e.g. in
resolving a relationship violation, while leaving the definition of T unchanged in
the other processes contained in the repository.; (ii) Capability redefinition:
In this setting, we redefine the semantics (i.e. effects) of an existing capability
T in the CL s.t. the change applies to all business processes that leverage T .

Part-Whole
Let P1 and P2 be the main and the part processes, respectively. In addition, let ti
(with immediate effects eti) be an insertion point of P2 in P1 s.t. the constraints
are satisfied: (i) CE (P1, ti) = CE (P1 ↑ti P2, ti) for a context-dependent part-
whole or (ii) eti = acc (P2) for a context-independent part-whole.

(a) Changes to the Main Process. Changing P1 into P1′ may violate its
relationship iff it changes ti that violating the constraints. In fact, this change
transforms eti into e′ti with the set of ESs E and E′, respectively. We classify
this change into three types based on number of ESs n (E) and n (E′): (i) they
remain; (ii) they are different, where n (E′) 
= 0 and (iii) they are different,
where n (E′) = 0. These can be achieved by the following basic operations,
respectively: (i)C-W1: capability repurposing or capability redefinition on ti s.t.
n (E) = n (E′); (ii) C-W2: capability repurposing or capability redefinition on ti
s.t. n (E) 
= n (E′) or (iii) C-W3: removing ti. The capability of ti can be either
expanded (i.e. by adding some new effects) or contracted (i.e. by removing some
existing effects) using operations C-W1 and C-W2. The relationship between
the processes will no longer exist by applying operation C-W3.

(b) Changes to the Part Process. Changing P2 into P2′ may violate the
relationship iff acc (P2) 
= acc (P2′) with the set of ESs E and E′, respectively.
We classify this change into two major types based on number of ESs n (E) and
n (E′): (i) they remain and (ii) they are different. Type (i) can be achieved by
performing the following basic operations: (i-a) C-P1: adding/removing an ac-
tivity, whose immediate effects have single effect scenario; (i-b) C-P2: capability
repurposing on an activity, whose immediate effects have the same number of
effect scenarios; (i-c) C-P3: capability redefinition on an activity, whose imme-
diate effects have the same number of effect scenarios; (i-d) C-P4: replacing an
activity with different activity, whose immediate effects have the same number
of effect scenarios; (i-e) C-P5: swapping activities, whose immediate effects have
the same number of effect scenarios, involving XOR gateways and (i-f) C-P6:
swapping activities, where their immediate effects undo to each other.

Type (ii) can be achieved by performing the following basic operations: (ii-
a) C-P7: adding/removing an activity, whose immediate effects have multiple
effect scenarios; (ii-b) C-P8: capability repurposing on an activity, whose im-
mediate effects have different number of effect scenarios; (ii-c) C-P9: capabil-
ity redefinition on an activity, whose immediate effects have different number
of effect scenarios; (ii-d) C-P10: replacing an activity with different activity,
whose immediate effects have different number of effect scenarios; (ii-e) C-P11:
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Fig. 1. Inter-operation relationship violation due to process changes (C-I1)

adding/removing XOR gateways; (ii-f) C-P12: adding/removing branch(es) of
the existing XOR gateways and (ii-g) C-P13: swapping activities, whose imme-
diate effects have different number of effect scenarios, involving XOR gateways.
Note that we would not consider adding/removing AND gateways as operations
to change the end cumulative effects of the part process since we do not consider
the possibility of ESs between AND branches being inconsistent, as described
in Sect. 2. As such, we argue that the sources of these changes stem from the
individual activity changes as described above.

Inter-operation
As described in Sect. 2, a relationship violation occurs iff there exist a contra-
diction between ESs of the cumulative effects at each pair of sender-receiver
activities caused by changing a process, as illustrated2 in Fig. 1. The contradic-
tion can be described as follows. There are two pairs of sender-receiver activities
in an inter-operation relationship between processes P1 and P2, originally shown
at the left side, i.e. activities B−D and E−C. The computed cumulative effects
of each process at these activities are CE (P1, B) = {{a ∧ b}}, CE (P2, D) =
{{d ∧ a1}}, CE (P2, E) = {{d ∧ a1 ∧ e}} and CE (P1, C) = {{a ∧ b ∧ c}}, re-
spectively. Obviously, there is no contradiction between ESs in CE (P1, B) and
CE (P2, D), and in CE (P2, E) and CE (P1, C). Now, we would apply capabil-
ity redefinition on activity B in P1, as shown at the right side. This change would
get CE (P1′, B) = {{a ∧ b ∧ ¬a1}}, which is, in turn, contradicting CE (P2, D)
such that CE (P1′, B) ∪ CE (P2, D) � ⊥.

Generalization-Specialization
Let P1 and P2 be the generalized and the specialized processes, respectively,
s.t. the constraints are satisfied: ∀esi ∈ acc (P1), ∃esj ∈ acc (P2) s.t. esj |= esi;
and ∀esj ∈ acc (P2), ∃esi ∈ acc (P1) s.t. esi |= esj . Since this relationship is a
special case of part-whole relationship, its basic operations will be applicable.

(a) Changes to the Generalized Process. Transforming P1 into P1′ may
violate the relationship iff acc (P1) 
= acc (P1′). We can use the aforementioned
operations C-P1 to C-P13, i.e. now appled at the generalized process, to de-
scribe all possible violations triggered by changing P1. However, we argue that

2 Such violations can occur as the result of changing process in many different ways.
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changes resulted from removing activity operations (i.e. in operations C-P1 and
C-P7) and contracting capability operations (i.e. in operations C-P2, C-P3,
C-P8 and C-P9) will not introduce any violation.

(b) Changes to the Specialized Process. Changing P2 into P2′ may violate
the relationship iff acc (P2) 
= acc (P2′). Specifically, the difference must occur
at the shared capability with P1. This shared capability represents a section
in the specialized process that produce outcomes similar to that resulted in
the generalized process. We can determine this shared capability through effect
accumulation computation. Applying all basic operationsC-P1 toC-P13 to P2,
i.e. now viewed as a section in P2 that shares capability with P1, can introduce
any relationship violations. Note that any changes made to P2 beyond the shared
capability will not violate the relationship.

4 Resolution Patterns

Basically, resolving a relationship violation between two processes is, in fact,
the propagation of changes made to one process to the other to preserve their
relationship. This also leads to the evolution of the CL. Ideally, an enterprise
would prefer to resolve such violation without changing the CL. This might be
the case for fixing some violations. But in many other cases, we need to change
it. We describe all resolution procedures depending upon the relationship types
based upon semantic effect unit of analysis (i.e. immediate effects, ESs and
cumulative effects). Given two interrelated processes P1 and P2, we shall refer to
resolution on P1 if we need to change P1 to resolve any violation stemming from
P2 changes, and vise versa. The procedures may involve algorithms for searching
capabilities in the CL according to the generic formalization of the resolution
search problem defined in Definition 1. It guarantees that any capability involved
in the resolution is in the capability domain, and permits us to conduct a finite
search. Due to space constraint, however, we will not discuss them in this paper.

Definition 1. Resolution search problem. Given a violated ES esp (might
be an empty set of clauses), a capability library CL and a resolved ES esr. A
resolution function is defined as R : (esp × C) → esq, where C ⊆ CL is a set of
relevant capabilities and esq is any ES in the ES state space S. This function will
search C in CL which are relevant to transform esp into esq such that esq = esr.

Part-Whole
Let P1 and P2 be the main and the part processes, respectively. Let ti (with
immediate effects eti) be an insertion point of P2 in P1. Regardless the violation
trigger, the resolution procedures will change P1 into P1′, P2 into P2′ and eti
into e′ti s.t. the constraints are resatisfied: (i) CE (P1′, ti) = CE (P1′ ↑ti P2′, ti)
for a context-dependent part-whole or (ii) e′ti = acc (P2′) for a context-
independent part-whole, where acc (P2′) has a set of ESs E′

2.
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(a) Resolution on the Main Process. This will transform P1 into P1′ due
to changing P2 into P2′ using basic operations C-P1 to C-P13. These cause
acc (P2) 
= acc (P2′), which, in turn, violate the relationship. Based upon the
constraints, we consider two corresponding patterns: (i) (R-PW1: Change
at least the insertion point activity) A set of activities T including ti and
some activities preceding ti should be changed s.t. the first constraint resatisfied.
This can be achieved by many different ways, e.g. capability repurposing and
redefinition. This requires analyst involvement, since it is not easy for a tool to
deal with such resolution. The difficulties arise due to there might exist various
distinct activities being candidates for modifications and many various ways to
do such modifications.; (ii) (R-PW2: Replace the insertion point activity)
The insertion point ti should be replaced by any activity tx (with the immediate
effects etx and a set of ESs Ex) in the CL s.t. the second constraint resatisfied.
This can be achieved if the following holds: (a) n (Ex) = n (E′

2) and (b) ∀esm ∈
E′

2, ∃esn ∈ Ex s.t. esm |= esn and ∀esn ∈ Ex, ∃esm ∈ E′
2 s.t. esn |= esm.

Definition 1 is applicable, where each esk ∈ eti , esn and esm correspond to esp,
esq and esr, respectively. However, if tx does not exist in the CL, it can be
introduced using capability repurposing or capability redefinition approaches.

Furthermore, we can provide a suggestion to the analyst in determining the
resolution strategy, as follows: (i) if some ESs in eti are violated by any ES in
E′

2, pattern R-PW2 should be taken and (ii) if all ESs in eti are violated by any
ES in E′

2, patterns R-PW1 and R-PW2 would be the options.

(b) Resolution on the Part Process. This will transform P2 into P2′ due
to changing P1 into P1′ using C-W1 and C-W23. These cause eti 
= e′ti ,
which, in turn, violate the relationship. We use the second constraint for the
resolution. We need to correspond between ESs in e′ti and acc (P2). esm ∈ e′ti
and esn ∈ acc (P2) are in correspondence iff there exists no es′n ∈ acc (P2)
s.t. (esm ∩ esn) ⊂ (esm ∩ es′n) (esm ∩ esn is maximum compared to any es′n ∈
acc (P2)). We shall refer to all ESs that are in correspondence bounded ESs
(BESs). Further, we may have some ESs, either in e′ti or acc (P2), that are not
in correspondence. We shall refer to such ESs unbounded ESs (UESs). We shall
refer to all ESs in e′ti for the resolution. The applicable patterns for all BESs:
(i) (R-PW3: Add activities) A set of new capabilities Cadd should be added
into esn iff Cadd ⊂ (esm ∪ esn) \ (esm ∩ esn) and Cadd ⊂ esm. Definition 1 is
applicable, where esn and esm correspond to esp and esr, respectively.; (ii) (R-
PW4: Remove activities) A set of capabilities Cdel should be removed from
esn iff Cdel ⊂ (esm ∪ esn) \ (esm ∩ esn) and Cdel ⊂ esn. All activities whose
immediate effects (partially or completely) have capabilities represented in Cdel

must be removed from P2. The applicable patterns for all UESs: (i) (R-PW5:
Arrange a group of activities) A set of activities should be arranged s.t. its
end cumulative effects satisfy any esj ∈ Eadd, where Eadd is a set of UESs and
Eadd ⊂ e′ti . Definition 1 is applicable, where an empty ES esi and esj correspond
to esp and esr, respectively.; (ii) (R-PW6: Remove a group of activities) A

3 Applying C-W3, no resolution is required since the relationship no longer exists.
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set of activities should be removed from P2 to transform it into P2′ iff the end
cumulative effects of the arrangement of such activities satisfy any esj ∈ Edel,
where Edel is a set of UESs and Edel ⊂ acc (P2). This will satisfy acc (P2′) = e′ti .

Inter-Operation
It will be more complex to resolve violations in an inter-operation relationship
triggered by operation C-I1. The resolution requires negotiation between roles
participating in the relationship in order to determine an appropriate procedure
for such resolution. Hence, it needs analyst involvement for negotiating between
roles. Once the agreement holds, the analyst could perform some structural
changes (e.g. adding, removing, replacing or reordering activities and gateways).

Generalization-Specialization
Let P1 and P2 be the generalized and the specialized processes, respectively.
Regardless the violation trigger, the resolution will change P1 into P1′ and P2
into P2′ s.t. the constraints are resatisfied: (a) ∀esi ∈ acc (P ′1), ∃esj ∈ acc (P ′2)
s.t. esj |= esi and (b) ∀esj ∈ acc (P ′2), ∃esi ∈ acc (P ′1) s.t. esi |= esj.

(a) Resolution on the Generalized Process. This will change P1 into P1′

due to changing P2 into P2′ using operations C-P1 to C-P13. These cause
acc (P2) 
= acc (P2′), which, in turn, may violate the relationship. We need
to correspond between ESs in acc (P1) and acc (P2′). esm ∈ acc (P2′) and
esn ∈ acc (P1) are in correspondence iff there exists no es′n ∈ acc (P1) s.t.
(esm ∩ esn) ⊂ (esm ∩ es′n) (esm ∩ esn is maximum compared to any es′n ∈
acc (P1)), i.e. BESs. We may also have some ESs which are not in correspondence
with any others, i.e. UESs. We refer to all ESs in acc (P2′) for the resolution.
The applicable patterns for all BESs: (i) (R-GS1: Remove activities) A set of
capabilities Cdel should be removed from esn iff Cdel ⊂ (esm ∪ esn) \ (esm ∩ esn)
and Cdel ⊂ esn. All activities whose immediate effects (partially or completely)
have capabilities represented in Cdel must be removed from P1.; (ii) (R-GS2:
Replace activities) A set of capabilities Crep should be replaced in esn by
capabilities in the CL iff Crep ⊂ (esm ∪ esn) \ (esm ∩ esn) and Crep ⊂ esn. Defi-
nition 1 is applicable, where esn and esm correspond to esp and esr, respectively.
The applicable patterns for all UESs: (i) (R-GS3: Arrange a group of activ-
ities) A set of activities should be arranged s.t. its end cumulative effects satisfy
any esj ∈ Eadd, where Eadd is a set of UESs and Eadd ⊂ acc (P2′). Definition 1
is applicable, where an empty ES esi and esj correspond to esp and esr, respec-
tively.; (ii) (R-GS4: Remove a group of activities) A set of activities should
be removed from P1 to transform it into P1′ iff the end cumulative effects of
the arrangement of such activities satisfy any esj ∈ Edel, where Edel is a set of
UESs and Edel ⊂ acc (P1). This will satisfy acc (P1′) = acc (P2′).

(b) Resolution on the Specialized Process. This will transform P2 into P2′

due to changing P1 into P1′ using operations C-P1 to C-P13. These opera-
tions cause acc (P1) 
= acc (P1′), which, in turn, always violate the relationship.
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Table 1. Resolution patterns summary

Relationship types Change operations Resolution patterns

Part-whole C-W1 R-PW3,R-PW4
C-W2 R-PW5,R-PW6
C-W3 No resolution required
C-P1 to C-P13 R-PW1,R-PW2

Inter-operation C-I1 Analyst involvement required

Generalization- C-P1 to C-P6 R-GS1,R-GS2,R-GS5,R-GS6
specialization C-P7 to C-P13 R-GS3,R-GS4,R-GS7,R-GS8

We need to correspond between ESs in acc (P2) and acc (P1′). esm ∈ acc (P1′)
and esn ∈ acc (P2) are in correspondence iff there exists no es′n ∈ acc (P2)
s.t. (esm ∩ esn) ⊂ (esm ∩ es′n) (esm ∩ esn is maximum compared to any es′n ∈
acc (P2)), i.e. BESs. We may have some ESs, either in acc (P1′) or acc (P2),
that are not in correspondence with any other ESs, i.e. UESs. We shall refer
to all ESs in acc (P1′) for the resolution. The applicable patterns for all BESs:
(i) (R-GS5: Add activities) A set of new capabilities Cadd should be added
into esn iff Cadd ⊂ (esm ∪ esn) \ (esm ∩ esn) and Cadd ⊂ esm. Definition 1 is
applicable, where esn and esm correspond to esp and esr, respectively.; (ii) (R-
GS6: Replace activities) A set of capabilities Crep should be replaced in esn
by capabilities in the CL iff Crep ⊂ (esm ∪ esn) \ (esm ∩ esn) and Crep ⊂ esm.
Definition 1 is applicable, where esn and esm correspond to esp and esr, respec-
tively. The applicable patterns for all UESs: (i) (R-GS7: Arrange a group of
activities) A set of activities should be arranged s.t. its end cumulative effects
satisfy any esj ∈ Eadd, where Eadd is a set of UESs and Eadd ⊂ acc (P1′). Defi-
nition 1 is applicable, where an empty ES esi and esj correspond to esp and esr,
respectively.; (ii) (R-GS8: Remove a group of activities) A set of activities
should be removed from P2 to transform it into P2′ iff the end cumulative effects
of the arrangement of such activities satisfy any esj ∈ Edel, where Edel is a set
of UESs and Edel ⊂ acc (P2). This will satisfy acc (P2′) = acc (P1′).

Table 1 summarizes all resolution patterns in correspond to all basic change
operations identified in Sect. 3.

5 Detailed Example

Let us use a part-whole relationship between simple processes P1 and P2 to
illustrate our approach, as shown in Fig. 2a. In this scenario, P2 is a part of P1
such that P2 is an expansion of sub-process B in P1. This relationship is valid
according to its formal definitions given in Sect. 2 for both context-dependent
and context-independent constraints. In context-dependent constraint, we com-
pute CE (P1, B) = {esB}, where esB = a ∧ b1 ∧ b2. Further, we also compute
CE

(
P1 ↑B P2, B

)
= {es′B}, where es′B = a ∧ b1 ∧ b2. Obviously, we can infer

that P2 is a part of P1 since CE (P1, B) = CE
(
P1 ↑B P2, B

)
. In a similar
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Fig. 2. Illustration of applying a resolution pattern in a violated part-whole relationship
between processes P1 and P2

vein, we can also further analyze for the context-independent constraint such
that eB = acc (P2).

Now, we need to change process P2 into P2′ due to some process change
requirements, as shown in Fig. 2b, by using basic operationC-P7. This operation
introduces multiple effect scenarios into the end cumulative effects of P2′ due
to the existence of ’OR’ symbol (∨) at the immediate effects of the added new
activity B3, i.e. e23. Further, this change impacts on the end cumulative effects
of both processes whereas acc (P2′) 
= acc (P2). We compute the end cumulative
effects of P2 and P2′ as acc (P2) = {esP2}, where esP2 = b1∧b2 and acc (P2′) =
{es′P2, es

′′
P2}, where es′P2 = b1∧b2∧b3∧b4 and es′′P2 = b1∧b2∧b3∧b5, respectively.

Obviously, a violation occurs in the part-whole relationship between, now, P1
and P2′ since CE (P1, B) = CE

(
P1 ↑B P2′, B

)
and eB 
= acc (P2′). In order to

resolve such violation, we have two options, i.e. using patterns either R-PW1 or
R-PW2, since all effect scenarios in eB are violated. Suppose we prefer to use
pattern R-PW2 for such resolution to transform P1 into P1′. Hence, we need to
replace the insertion point activity B in P1 with another activity in the CL such
that its immediate effect represents the result of executing P2′. In some cases, we
may not find such activity in the CL such that we need to introduce capability
repurposing based upon the existing activity B. This permits us to create a
new activity B′ whose immediate effects satisfy the resolution requirement, as
illustrated in Fig. 2c.

6 Related Work

Weber et.al. [8] propose a number of change patterns and change support
features to foster the systematic comparison of existing process management
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technology in respect to process change support. These support features consti-
tute typical functionalities provided by flexible process-aware information sys-
tems (PAISs). Our proposed resolution patterns are inspired by their work to be
applied in resolving any inter-process relationship violations between processes.
These patterns are directed by a set of basic change operations using semantic
effect analysis according to three common relationship types, i.e. part-whole,
inter-operation and generalization-specialization. We believe that these patterns
become the only one approach in dealing with the resolution of such violations.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have identified the taxonomy of all possible process changes
that can violate relationship constraints between a pair of processes. Further, we
also have proposed some patterns in resolving any violation triggered by process
changes. These patterns rely on semantic effect unit of analysis, i.e. immediate
effects, effect scenarios and cumulative effects. Future work includes developing
framework for establishing and maintaining the capability library required in
the resolution procedures; machinery tool in constructing a process model from
given effect scenarios and cumulative effects.
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